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ABOUT COOKIES

If you get a screen like this when you try and add tickets to you basket or when you login, or the login boxes keep emptying it is likely
that you need to change your Cookie Settings.
A cookie is a small text file of letters and numbers that gets put onto your computer when you visit a website. This allows the site to
distinguish you from other users. A cookie isn't a computer program, it can't read files on your computer, it can't carry viruses and it
can't install malware onto your computer. CFT use them for the shopping basket process and it is the use of cookies that links the
customer to the tickets and keeps them in the basket as they progress through the sale. You cannot purchase anything on our website
without them.
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CHANGING SETTINGS ON iOS
Cookie settings in Safari on Apple devices are by default set more strictly than on other browsers such as Firefox, Chrome and
Internet Explorer.

How to change settings:
iPad/iPhone
Tap on Settings on the home screen of either device.
Scroll down and tap on Safari (on an iPad scroll in the
left part of the screen).
Scroll down again to the section called Privacy and
Security (on the iPad you are scrolling on the right part of
the screen, an iPhone opens a new screen).
Next to Block All Cookies, the toggle needs to be on the
left, so showing a grey background. If this is not set
correctly, tap on the toggle and slide it across. Sometimes
you may also need to switch Prevent Cross-Site Tracking
to grey but this appears to vary on different devices.
We recommend that you also Clear History and Website
Data. Please note this will delete your browsing history.
When you next visit the CFT website you will now be able to
login and purchase tickets as normal.
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CHANGING SETTINGS ON
ANDROID DEVICES
Open Chrome on your
device and tap the three
dots top right

Select Settings from the
bottom of the menu

Select Site Settings from
the Advanced section
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CHANGING SETTINGS ON
ANDROID DEVICES
Tap on Cookies
Depending on your phone you will get one of these 2
screens next. Select Allow sites to save and read cookie
data and then either Allow third-party cookies or ensure
Block third-party cookies is not ticked.
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CHANGING SETTINGS ON MAC
Open Safari and click on Preferences.

Click on Privacy in the top bar and
ensure that ‘Block all cookies’ and
‘Prevent cross-site tracking’ boxes are
not ticked. This will instantly fix the
problem.
You will now be able to log in to the CFT
website.
We are working closely with our ticketing
providers to change the way this works
so you do not need to amend these
settings in future.
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CHANGING SETTINGS CHROME
Click the three dots Menu
Button top right. If there is
an arrow instead of dots,
your browser needs
updating. Click on the arrow
and follow the instructions
and then return to this
guide.
Select Settings

On the left, click Security
and Privacy
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CHANGING SETTINGS CHROME
Click on Cookies and other site data

If either of these dots are
blue, then unselect them so
they appear like this

You will now be able to log in
and purchase tickets
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CHANGING SETTINGS FIREFOX
Click the Menu Button top
right

Select Settings

Select Privacy & Security
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CHANGING SETTINGS FIREFOX

Select Standard

You will now be able to login
and select tickets
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THANK YOU
If you have any further queries please contact box.office@cft.org.uk
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